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The Mitford Trial - Jessica Fellowes
MYS FELLOWES

Historical Mystery

Night Raids - Jim Kelly
MYS KELLY

Portrait of Peril - Laura Rowland
MYS ROWLAND

The Paradise Affair - Bill Pronzini
MYS PRONZINI

A timeless murder mystery with
the fascinating, glamorous Mitford
sisters at its heart, The Mitford
Trial is the fourth installment in
the Mitford Murders series from
Jessica Fellowes, inspired by a
real-life murder in a story full of
intrigue, affairs and betrayal.

During the long hot summer of
1940, DI Eden Brooke, the first on
the scene of a bombing, discovers
the body of an elderly woman
whose granddaughter has gone
missing and realizes there is more
to the situation than meets the
eye.

Piggybacking a search for two
con men onto his wife's plans for
a second honeymoon,
Quincannon encounters more
trouble than anticipated when
Sabina becomes embroiled in a
locked-room murder case.

Newly wedded crime scene
photographer Sarah Bain and her
husband Detective Sergeant
Barrett investigate a stabbing
victim found in the crypt of a
church in 1890s London, which
leads to a ghost-hunting
expedition and a second murder.
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When a notorious domestic
abuser is found dead, suspicions
turn to visiting feminist professor
Dr. Alala Diakos who is linked to
two similar, previous deaths, and
sassy Southern PI Sarah Booth
Delaney is tasked with finding the
real criminal who may be closer
than she thinks.

Independent Bones - Carolyn Haines
MYS HAINES

 Cozy Mysteries

The delightful final installment of
the beloved and New York Times
bestselling Miss Julia series.
Wedding fever hits Abbotsville
and several of Miss Julia's friends
have plans to tie the knot. But,
as usual, nothing is so simple.

Miss Julia Happily Ever After - Ann B. Ross
MYS ROSS

Death in Daylesford - Kerry Greenwood
MYS GREENWOOD

When a mysterious invitation
arrives for the redoubtable Miss
Phryne Fisher from an unknown
retired Captain Herbert Spencer,
Phryne's curiosity is piqued.
Spencer runs a retreat in Victoria's
rural spa country for shell-shocked
veterans of World War I. It's a cause
after Phryne's own heart, but what
can Spencer want from her?

The first book in a highly original
and clever new crime series
featuring Queen Elizabeth II as
an amateur detective who solves
crimes in secret and behind the
scenes, in between her royal
duties

The Windsor Knot - SJ Bennett
MYS BENNETT



Haunted by guilt for a reckless
and consequential mistake in
his youth, Kieran returns to his
coastal hometown and his
struggling fishing-industry
parents, before the discovery of
a body on the beach reveals
long-held secrets.

Accra private investigator
Emma Djan's first missing
persons case will lead her to the
darkest depths of the email
scams and fetish priests in
Ghana, the world's Internet
capital.

The Missing American - Kwei Quartey 
MYS QUARTEY

Before She Disappeared - Lisa Gardner
FIC GARDNER

Recovering alcoholic Frankie
Elkin has devoted her life to
searching for lost and forgotten
missing persons. Frankie faces
resistance from the police and
the victim's family in the case of
missing Haitian teen, Angelique
Badeau.

General Mystery

The Shadow Box - Luanne Rice - MYS RICE

After artist Claire Beaudry
Chase is attacked and left for
dead in her home on the
Connecticut coast, she doesn't
know who she can trust. But
her well-connected husband,
Griffin--who is running for
governor--is her prime
suspect. 

The Survivors - Jane Harper
FIC HARPER

In the new Eve Dallas police
thriller from the #1 New York
Times bestselling author J.D.
Robb, what looks like a lover's
quarrel turned fatal has larger-
and more terrifying-motives
behind it

Police Procedurals

Faithless in Death - JD Robb
MYS ROBB

Half Moon Bay by Jonathan and Jesse Kellerman 
MYS KELLERMAN

When the decades-old skeleton
of a child is discovered at the
site of a park demolition,
Deputy Coroner Clay Edison
unearths devastating
community secrets surrounding
the long-ago disappearance of
his sister.

One winter night, 28-year-old
Detective Inspector Embla
Nyström receives a phone call that
sends her reeling. It’s been
fourteen years since her best
friend disappeared from a
nightclub in Gothenburg, but
Embla recognizes her voice before
the call abruptly disconnects.

Snowdrift - Helene Tursten - MYS TURSTEN

Restationed in a remote bush
town in the aftermath of a fatal
judgment call, Trooper Liam
Campbell tackles unexpected
challenges in the form of a
cutthroat local fishing trade,
violent drug dealers and a war-
gold archaeologist's murder.

Spoils of the Dead - Dana Stabenow
MYS STABENOW

General Mystery

How to Raise an Elephant - Alexander
McCall Smith - MYS MCCALL SMITH

Precious Ramotswe and the rest
of the No. 1 Ladies' Detective
Agency must come together to
raise a small elephant, in this
two-ton case that employs
Precious's maternal instincts.

Rising attorney Robin
Lockwood takes the death-
penalty case of a homeless
father who has been set up
for the murder of a
prominent judge's wife.

A Matter of Life and Death - Phillip
Margolin - MYS MARGOLIN

When the Stars Go Dark - Paula McClain
FIC MCCLAIN

Retreating to her childhood
foster home in the wake of a
tragedy, a veteran missing-
persons detective becomes
entwined in the search for a
local teen whose disappearance
eerily resembles an unsolved
case from the detective's past.

Ocean Prey - John Sandford
FIC SANDFORD

Picking up a stalled FBI case
involving three murdered Coast
Guardsmen, Lucas Davenport
teams up with detective Virgil
Flowers to investigate the
suspicious activities of a
sophisticated boat and
mysterious diver.


